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0. INTRODUCTION
Taketa's theorem states that M-groups are solvable and some proofs
even show the derived length of an M-group G to be bounded above by
<  . < cd G , the number of distinct degrees of irreducible characters of G see
w x.Is, Theorem 5.12 . It has been conjectured by Isaacs and Seitz that this
w xbound works for all solvable groups. Isaacs Is1 first gave linear bounds,
<  . <namely, that the derived length of G is at most 3 cd G and for groups of
<  . < w xodd order at most 2 cd G . Berger Be proved the conjecture for groups
w xof odd order, and Gluck Gl improved Isaacs bounds for groups of even
<  . <order of 2 cd G .
 < < < <.Next assume that A acts on G via automorphisms, that A , G s 1,
 .  .and let C s C A . The Glauberman]Isaacs correspondence r G, A :G
 .  .  .Irr G ª Irr C is a ``natural'' bijection between the set Irr G ofA A
A-invariant irreducible characters of G and the irreducible characters of
 .C trivially A-invariant . Navarro has conjectured for G solvable that C
<  . <has derived length at most cd G , i.e., the number of distinct degrees ofA
A-invariant irreducible characters of G. Navarro's conjecture implies the
 . w xSeitz]Isaacs conjecture set A s 1 . Navarro Na3 has verified his conjec-
ture for G supersolvable.
We do show there are linear bounds applicable in the context of
Navarro's conjecture at least when GA is also solvable i.e., when G is
.solvable and the Glauberman correspondence applies . We show that then
 . <  . <  . <  . <dl C F 5 cd G , and for groups of odd order that dl C F 2 cd G .A A
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Parts of our proof depend upon showing that if V is a faithful irre-
ducible G-module, then there is a normal subgroup K of G such that
 . < <1r2dl K is small and every character degree of GrK is at most V . In
< <fact, when GV is odd, we may take K s 1. But to do this, we first give an
upper bound for the degrees of the irreducible characters of G in terms of
< <  .V and later apply that to the action of G on F G to get K.
1. MODULES AND CHARACTER DEGREES
An irreducible G-module V is quasiprimiti¨ e if V is homogeneous forN
all normal subgroups N. In particular, if G has a faithful quasiprimitive
module then every normal abelian subgroup of G must be cyclic, and even
central if the underlying field is algebraically closed. A primitive module is
necessarily quasiprimitive by Clifford's theorem.
 .Suppose that V is a vector space of dimension n over GF q . We may
 n.then label the elements of V by those GF q in a one-to-one fashion. We
 .  n.let G V or G q denote the group of semilinear transformations of V,
 .  s  n.   n.  ..4i.e., G V s x ª ax N 0 / a g GF q , s g Gal GF q rGF q . In
 .  . nparticular, G V has a cyclic normal subgroup G V of order q y 1 that0
 .acts fixed-point-freely on V by multiplications and the factor group
 .  .  .G V rG V is cyclic of order n isomorphic to the Galois group . In0
 . j  n.particular, G V is metacyclic. If q s p , then G q is a subgroup of
 jn.  .G p . For a faithful G-module V, we will say G F G V if the elements
 .of V may be labeled in a way that yields G a subgroup of G V . The
 .relevance of the semilinear group G V in representation theory is in
part due to the next well-known lemma. A complete proof is given as
w x  .Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 of MW . Also i appears in Hilfsatz II.3.11
w xof Huppert Hu .
 .1.1. LEMMA. For a finite faithful G-module V, we ha¨e G F G V
pro¨ided
 .i V is irreducible for an abelian normal subgroup A of G; orA
 .  .ii V is homogeneous for a normal subgroup A of G with A s C A ;A G
or
 .  .iii V is homogeneous, F G is abelian, and G is sol¨ able.F G.
1.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose that V is a faithful irreducible G-module o¨er
 .  < <  ..  .GF q with G , dim V s 1. Assume that G is sol¨ able. Then G F G V0
 .is cyclic. If dim V s 2, then q is not a Mersenne prime.
 < <  ..Proof. Since G , dim V s 1, the module must be primitive. This
condition also implies that every Sylow subgroup of the Fitting subgroup
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 .F is abelian. Since V is homogeneous and F is abelian, G F G VF
 . <  .  . <  .by Lemma 1.1. Since dim V s G V rG V , indeed G F G V . If0 0
 . < <dim V s 2 and q is a Mersenne prime, then G N q y 1 and so G does
not act irreducibly on V, a contradiction.
1.3. LEMMA. Let S be a sol¨ able primiti¨ e permutation group on m ) 1
letters. Then with l s 241r3,
 . < <  13r4 4 my 1a S F min m rl, m! F l ;
 . < < < < my1.r2b if S is odd, then S F 3 .
< < 13r4 w xProof. That S F m rl is Corollary 3.3 of Wo4 or Corollary 3.6 of
w x 13r4 my1  .MW , and since m rl F l for m ) 4, the latter inequality in a is
m r2 13r4  .trivial. Note that 3 ) m for m ) 16 and so we may assume for b
that m F 16. But since S is a solvable primitive permutation group on m
letters, S has a minimal normal subgroup M of order m that is a faithful
irreducible SrM-module. By Proposition 1.2, m / 9 is an odd prime
power, whence m is a prime and S is isomorphic to a subgroup of odd
 .order of Z v Z . Now b easily holds.m my1
w xA theorem of P. Hall Hu, Satz III.13.10 describes those p-groups with
every characteristic abelian subgroup cyclic. This is a key in describing
quasiprimitive groups.
1.4. THEOREM. Suppose that V is a faithful irreducible and quasiprimiti¨ e
 .FG-module with G sol¨ able. If char F s 0, then assume F is algebraically
 .closed. Set F s F G . Then G has normal subgroups E, T , U, Z, and A with
Z : U : T and an integer e satisfying:
 .  .a F s ET and E l T s Z s Z E ;
 .  . < <b U is cyclic, U s C U , and T : U F 2;T
 .c a Sylow p-subgroup of E is extra-special of exponent p or 4 or is
cyclic of order p;
 .  . d C Z s A and FrT ( ErZ is a faithful ArF-module possiblyG
.of mixed characteristic ;
 .e ErZ is a direct sum E rZ [ ??? [ E rZ of chief factors E rZ of1 k i
< < 2  .G with E rZ s e for integers e and ArC E rZ acts symplectically oni i i A i
E rZ;i
 . < <1r2 < <1r2f e s e ??? e s E : Z s F : T ;1 k
 .g V ( teW for an irreducible U-module W and integer t. In particu-U
< < < <lar, if V is finite, then U and e¨ery prime di¨ isor of e di¨ ides W y 1.
 . <  . < < < < <  .h G: C U and G : A T : U di¨ ide dim W ;G
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 .  .i if V is finite and e s 1, then G F G V ;
 .  .  .j if F is algebraically closed, then T s U s Z G and dim W s 1.
Proof. The hypotheses imply that every normal abelian subgroup of G
is cyclic. If, in addition, F is algebraically closed, then every normal
 .abelian subgroup of G is in fact in the center of G and dim W s 1. Parts
 .  .  . w x  .a ] f and part j may be found in Corollary 1.10 of MW . Part i is a
 .  .  .consequence of Lemma 1.1 ii applied to U and parts a ] d . Note that W
 .is a faithful U-module, U is cyclic, and Z E : U; so that the second
 .  .statement of g follows easily. We need to prove h and the first part of
 .g . Write V s tV for an irreducible faithful EU-module V .EU 0 0
 .Let F : K with K algebraically closed and with K s F when char F
 .s 0. Since char F does not divide EU and EU is the central product of
 .extra-special groups with U s Z EU , each faithful irreducible K-
character z of EU has degree e and satisfies z s ew for a faithful linearU
character w of U. In addition, the map z ª w is a bijection from the
 wfaithful irreducible K-characters of EU to those of U see Hu, Satz
x.V.16.14 .
 .  .If F is algebraically closed, then T s U s Z G and so C U s A s GG
 .and part h is trivial. Furthermore, V affords EU a faithful irreducible0
character z and affords U the character ew for a faithful linear character
 .  .w of U. Thus V s eW for an irreducible U-module W. Part g now0 U
follows in this case. We can now assume that F is not algebraically closed
 .and also char F / 0.
The group EU is afforded an F-character z q ??? qz by V , where1 m 0
the z are distinct faithful irreducible K-characters of EU and form aj
 w x .  w x.single Galois-conjugacy class under Gal F z rF see Is, Theorem 9.21 .1
 .As above, z s ew for a faithful linear character w of U. The bijectioni U i i
between faithful irreducible K-characters of EU to those of U is field
preserving and commutes with field automorphisms. Thus the w arei
 w x .distinct and from a single Galois-conjugacy class under Gal F z rF .1
 .Since V affords U the F-character e w q ??? qw , it follows that V s0 1 m 0
 w x.eW for an irreducible U-submodule W of V see Is, Theorem 9.21 . Part
 .  .  4g holds. To complete the proof of h , the set w , . . . , w must be1 m
 .G-invariant. Since U is cyclic, Aut U permutes the faithful irreducible
 .  .characters of U fixed-point freely and I w s C U for each i, whenceG i G
<  . <  .  .  .  .G: C U divides m s dim W . Now C U : C Z s A and C U sG G G T
< < < <  .U. Hence G : A TrU divides dim W .
< < < <1.5. LEMMA. Let V be a completely reducible G-module with G V odd.
Then
 . < < < < 4r3 1r2a G F V r3 ;
 . < <b if V is an irreducible quasiprimiti¨ e G-module, then G F
< <1r2 1r2  . < < 5 < < 3V r3 or G F G V or V s 11 and G s 3.5 .
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< <Proof. We argue by induction on V . If V s V [ ??? [ V for n ) 11 n
<  . < < < 4r3 1r2G-modules V , the inductive hypothesis gives that GrC V F V r3i G i i
 .for each i. Now G is isomorphic to a subgroup of  GrC V and soi G i
< < < < 4r3 1r2 < < 4r3 m r2G F  V r3 F V r3 . We thus assume that V is irreducible.i
Assume that V is not homogeneous for some normal subgroup N of GN
and choose N maximal such. By standard arguments e.g., Proposition 0.2
w x.and Lemma 2.8 of MW , GrN primitively permutes the homogeneous
components W , . . . , W of V s W [ ??? [ W and G is isomorphic to a1 m N 1 m
 .  .subgroup of N W rC W wr GrN. The inductive hypothesis gives thatG 1 G 1
<  .  . < < < 4r3 1r2  . < <N W rC W F W r3 and Lemma 1.3 b shows that GrN FG 1 G 1 i
my1.r2 < < < < <  . < my1.r2 < < 4r3 1r23 . Thus G F GrN  GrC W F 3  V r3 FG i i
my1.r2 < < 4r3 m r2 < < 4r3 1r2  .3 V r3 F V r3 . So a follows inductively when V is
not quasiprimitive.
<  . <  < < .We now assume that V is quasiprimitive. Since G V s V y 1
 .  .  .dim V , part a easily follows from part b . In particular, we may assume
 .that G is not a subgroup of G V . We adopt the notation of Theorem 1.4.
Since G is not semilinear, e / 1. Observe that ErZ is a direct product of
< <1r2minimal normal subgroups of G of square order and e s ErZ . So e is
not 3 or 7 by Proposition 1.2.
< <  . < < 2 < <Now G F dim W ArF e U , W is an irreducible U-module, and so
< < < < < <U and each prime divisor of e must divide W y 1. In particular, W is at
< < < < t eleast 7. Also V s W for an integer t. Furthermore, ErZ is a com-
pletely reducible ArF-module of order e2 and so the inductive hypothesis
 2 e < <. < < 8r3 1r2 < <yes, e - 7 F V gives that ArF F e r3 and so G F
 . < < 14r3 1r2 < < 3r2 14r3 1r2dim W U e r3 F W e r3 .
< < < <1r2 1r2 < < t er2 1r2 28To prove G F V r3 s W r3 , we may assume that e )
< < 3ey9 < < < <W . Since W G 7 and each prime divisor of e divides W y 1, the
28 < < 3ey9  4only odd solutions to e ) W for e f 1, 3, 7 occur when e s 5 and
< < 7 < < < <  .W - 3 or when e s 9 and W - 31. Now GrA divides dim W - 7
< <and furthermore G s A in case e s 9. Also ArF is bounded by 3 or 5
 .when e is 5 or 9 respectively, see Proposition 1.2 . Thus, when e is 9, note
< <W G 7 and so
< < < < < < < < 9r2 1r2 < <1r2 1r2G F 5.81. U F 5.81. W r2 F W r3 F V r3 .
< <When e s 5 and W ) 75, then
< < < < < < < < < < 2 < < < < 5r2 1r2 < <1r2 1r2G F GrA ArF FrU U - 5.3.5 W F W r3 F V r3 .
< <  . < < < <But for W F 75, dim W s 1 s GrA because 5 must divide W y 1
< < < < < < 5r2 1r2 < <1r2 1r2 < <and so G F 3.25. W r2 F W r3 F V r3 unless W s 11.
< <  .In this exception, GrF s 3 note 1 because FrU is an irreducible
G-module.
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If V is a completely reducible G-module with G solvable, one of the
w x < < < < a 1r3main results of Wo4 shows that G F V r24 for a constant a f 2.244
and Lemma 1.3 is a corollary thereof. Below, we will use this bound to
estimate character degrees. Some improvements in the bound have been
 .stated elsewhere with oddness conditions, but not as strong as part a of
 .Lemma 1.5, which simplifies the proof of part c of the next theorem.
1.6. THEOREM. Suppose that V is a faithful quasiprimiti¨ e G-module with
G / 1 sol¨ able. Then
 .  . < <a b G F V r2;
 .  . < < 1r3 < <b b G F V r24 unless V s 4, 8, or 9 and G ( S , F , or3 21
 .  .GL 2, 3 respecti¨ ely ;
 . < <  . < <1r2 1r2c if GV is odd, then b G F V r3 .
 .  .Proof. Observe that part b implies part a . We set about to prove
 .  . 1r3parts b and c . Set l s 24 .
 .  .  .  .First assume that G F G V . If p s char V , then b G F dim V F
 .  .  . < < < < 2 3log V F log V . Hence b G F V rl except when V is 2 or 2 andp 2
 .  . < <1r2 1r2G ( S or F respectively . Furthermore b G F V r3 when both3 21
 .G and V are odd. We thus assume G is not semilinear. Now part c is an
 .easy consequence of Lemma 1.5. So we need just prove b . Now adopt the
notation of Theorem 1.4 and observe that e ) 1 since G is not semilinear.
 .  .Let x g Irr G and let w g Irr EU be a constituent of x andEU
 .  w x.I s I w . By Clifford theory and standard arguments e.g., Is, p. 84 ,G
 . < < < <1r2  . < <1r2 < <1r2  .x 1 F G : I I : EU w 1 F G : I G : EU w 1 . If w is linear, then
 . 2 < < < < 2w g Irr EUrU has at most e s EUrU conjugates, whence G : I F e
and
1r2 1r21r2< < < < < < < < < <w xx 1 F e G : EU s e ArF GrA TrU F e ArF dim W . .  .
If w is not linear, then w is fully ramified with respect to EUrU ( ErZ,
i.e., w s ed for a linear character d of U and d EU s ew. In this case,U
 .  .  .  .  .I w s I d = C U . Now C U : A and Theorem 1.4 h givesG G G G
<  . <  .G : C U ¬ dim W . For w nonlinear,G
1r2 1r2< <x 1 F G : C U C U : EU w 1 F dim W ArF e. .  .  .  .  .G G
 .  .  . < <1r2For both cases w linear or not , we have that x 1 F dim W ArF e,
whence
< <1r2b G F dim W ArF e. ) .  .  .
Since ErZ is a completely reducible and faithful ArF-module,
< < < < 9r4 9r2  w x.  .ArF F ErZ rl s e rl see MW, Theorem 3.5 . Then b G F
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 . 13r4 1r2  . < <  .dim W e rl . Since we wish to show b G F V rl for conclusion b
< < < < t eand since V s W for an integer t, we may assume that
1r2 13r4  . < < t e  . < <1r2 2 13 < < 4 t ey2l e dim W ) W . But dim W F W and so l e ) W .
< < < < < <Now U and each prime divisor of e divide W y 1, and so W G 3. So
2 13 < < 4 t ey2 < <the only solutions to l e ) W occur with t s 1, with W F 5 and
 4 1r2 13r4  . < < t ee g 2, 3, 4 . Now l e dim W ) W leaves only the possibilities
< < < < 4W s 3 and e g 2, 4 or W s 4 and e s 3.
In all cases here, U s Z s T has prime order and F s E is extra-special.
 .If e s 2, then dim W s 1, G s A, ErZ is an irreducible GrF-module,
 .  .and so GrF ( S or Z . Since G : GL V , we have G ( SL 2, 3 or3 3
 .   .. < <   .. < <GL 2, 3 . But b SL 2, 3 s 3 - V rl and b GL 2, 3 s 4 - V r2, as
desired.
 .If e s 3, then ArF is isomorphic to a subgroup of SL 2, 3 of order 24
< <  .and GrA divides dim W , which is 2. Arguments like those in the above
 . < <paragraphs show b G F 18 - V rl.
Finally when e s 4, then G s A and GrF is isomorphic to a subgroup
 4.of S wr Z or G 2 . But GrF acts symplectically on ErZ and so when3 2
< <  w x.e s 4, we have that GrF divides 72 or 20 see Hu, II.9.23 . Now
 . < <1r2  .  . < <b G F GrF e by ) and so b G - V rl unless GrF is isomorphic
to S wr Z . But in this case, routine arguments like that above yield that3 2
 . < <b G F 24 - V rl, completing the proof.
We next remove ``quasiprimitive'' from the hypotheses in the last result.
Not only does Theorem 1.6 extend to irreducible V, but even completely
reducible V of ``mixed characteristic.'' Indeed, our applications are when V
is a direct sum V [ ??? [ V of elementary abelian p -groups V for1 n i i
.possibly different p , each an irreducible G-module.i
1.7. THEOREM. Suppose that V is a completely reducible faithful G-
module with G / 1 sol¨ able. Then
 .  . < <a b G F V r2;
 .  . < < 1r3 < <b b G F V r24 unless V s 4, 8, or 9 and G ( S , F , or3 21
 .  .GL 2, 3 respecti¨ ely ;
 . < <  . < <1r2 1r2c if GV is odd, then b G F V r3 .
< < 1r3Proof. Argue by induction on V . Set l s 24 . If V s X [ Y for
nonzero G-modules X and Y with G centralizing Y, then the inductive
 . < < < < 1r3  .hypothesis implies that b G F X r2 F V r24 . Similarly part c holds
in this situation. Thus we assume that V s V [ ??? [ V for n nontrivial1 n
G-modules V . If n ) 1, we apply the induction hypothesis to conclude thati
  .. < <b GrC V F V r2 for each i. Now G is isomorphic to a subgroup ofG i i
 .  . GrC V and so by Frobenius reciprocity we have that b G FG i
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  .. < < < < n < <  . b GrC V F  V r2 s V r2 - V rl. Similarly for c , we argueG i i
 . < <1r2 n r2that b G F V r3 . Hence we may assume that V is an irreducible
G-module. If V is a quasiprimitive G-module, the result here is just
Theorem 1.6. So we assume V is not quasiprimitive.
Now V is not homogeneous for some normal subgroup N of G andN
choose N maximal such. By standard arguments, GrN primitively per-
mutes the homogeneous components W , . . . , W of V s W [ ??? [ W ,1 m N 1 m
 .  .and G is isomorphic to a subgroup of N W rC W wr GrN. ByG 1 G 1
Frobenius reciprocity, we may assume that G s H wr S with H (
 .  .N W rC W and S ( GrN. Since V is not homogeneous, N / 1 andG 1 G 1 N
< <so W ) 2. By the induction hypothesis, we have that:1
 .  . < <i b H F W r2;1
 .  . < < < <ii b H F W rl unless W s 4, 8 or 9; and1 1
 .  . < <1r2 1r2 < < < <iii b H F W r3 if H W is odd.1 1
 . < <  . < <  .m < < < < my1.r2Now b G F S b N F S b H . If GV is odd, then S F 3 by
 . < <  .m my1.r2 < < m r2 m r2Lemma 1.3, and so b G F S b H F 3 W r3 s1
< <1r2 1r2  . < < my 1V r3 . This completes the proof of c . Also S F l by Lemma
 . my 1  .m < <1.3 and so b G F l b H . Unless W s 4, 8, or 9, we then have1
 . < < m < <b G F W l s V rl, as desired.1
< <  .So we may assume that W s 4, 8, or 9 and H ( S , F , or GL 2, 31 3 21
 .  .  .respectively . Note that b H s 2, 3, 4 respectively . Also G s H wr S
< < < < m  . < <  .and V s W . In all three cases, b H F W r2 and so b G F1 1
< <  .m < < m < < m  . < <S b H F S S N V r2 . Should S F 2 rl, we get b G F V rl, as
< < mdesired. It is an easy consequence of Lemma 1.3 that S F 2 rl except
for 2 F m F 5 and 8 F m F 9. Thus we assume that m is one of these six
values. Now S is a solvable primitive subgroup of S and, by Frobeniusm
reciprocity, we may assume the S is maximal; i.e., S ( S if 2 F m F 4,m
< < < <S ( F if m s 5, S s 8)21 if m s 8, and S s 9)48 if m s 9. Now20
 .  < <  .m < <1r24 < < m < <b G F min S b H , G F W rl s V rl as desired except when:1
 . < <i W s 8, H ( F , and S s S ;1 21 4
 . < <  .  .ii W s 9, H ( GL 2, 3 , and S s S 2 F m F 4 ; or1 m
 . < <  .iii W s 4, H ( S , and S s S 2 F m F 4 ;1 3 m
 . < <  .iv W s 4, H ( S , and S ( F m s 5 .1 3 20
 .In each of the remaining eight cases, we need the check that
 . < <b H wr S F V rl. To do so, one should note that H has few irreducible
 .characters of degree b H . Indeed S has just one nonlinear irreducible3
 .character of degree 2 , F has exactly two nonlinear irreducible charac-21
 .ters both of degree 3 , and the degrees of the irreducible characters of
 .  .  .GL 2, 3 are with multiplicity 4, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1. For w g Irr N and x g
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 .  . < < < <1r2  .Irr G N w , routine arguments show that x 1 F G : I I : N w 1 , where
 .  .  .mI s I w . Observe that if w 1 s b H , then IrN is nontrivial. Comput-G
ing inertia subgroups and using these counting arguments does yield that
 .  . < <b G s B H wr S F V rl.
The goal of this section is to prove that when V is a faithful completely
 .reducible G-module, there exists K normal in G with dl K small and
 . < <1r2 < <  .b GrK - V . For GV odd, this is Theorem 1.7 c . The other parts of
Theorem 1.7 play an important role here because they will be applied to
 .  .the action of GrF G acting on F G .
1.8. THEOREM. Let V be a faithful irreducible quasiprimiti¨ e G-module.
Then one of the following occurs:
 .  . < <1r2i G has a normal subgroup K such that b GrK F V rl and
 .dl K F 3; or
 . < <  .ii V F 8 and dl G F 2; or
 . < <  .iii V s 64, G has a normal subgroup K such that dl K s 3, and
GrK ( S or A .4 4
< <1r2 < <  .Note. Observe that 1 F V rl iff V ) 8 and so the need for ii .
< <  .When V F 8, it is very easy to see that dl G F 2.
< <Proof. We may assume that V ) 8. Since V is a quasiprimitive G-
 .module, we adopt the notation of Theorem 1.4. If e s 1, then G F G V
 .whence G is metacyclic and has a normal subgroup K with b GrK s
< <1r2  . < < < < t e1 F V rl and dl K s 1. We assume that e ) 1. Now V s W for
an integer t and a U-submodule W of V.
Next assume that e s 2 so that ArF ( S or A . Since ArF acts3 3
 .faithfully on ErZ ( Z = Z , we have that A l C ErZ s F and that2 2 G
 .  .GrC ErZ ( S or A . Furthermore GrA is abelian as A s C Z . ItG 3 3 G
 .  .follows that GrF 9 has order 1 or 3. Since dl F s 2, it follows that
 .dl G9 F 3 and the theorem follows by setting K s G9. We now assume
that e ) 2.
Next consider the case e s 3 so that ArF isomorphic to a subgroup of
 . < <  .  .   .  .SL 2, 3 and GrA ¬ dim W . Hence b GrF F b SL 2, 3 .dim W s
 . < <1r2 < <  . < <1r23 dim W F 3 W . Since 3 N W y 1, we have b GrF F 3 W F
< < 3 tr2 < <1r2 < < < <W rl s V rl unless t s 1 and W s 4 or 7. But if W s 7,
 . 3r2 < <1r2 < <G s A and b GrF F 3 F 7 rl F V rl. Unless W s 4, we have
 . < <1r2  .  .b GrF F V rl and dl F s 2, whence conclusion i of the theorem
< < < <holds. So, in this case with e s 3, we assume that W s 4 and V s
< <  .64. Now GrA N 2, ArF isomorphic to a subgroup of SL 2, 3 , A l
 .  .  .C ErZ s F, and GrC ErZ : GL 2, 3 . It follows that GrF is iso-G G
 .  .  .morphic to a subgroup of GL 2, 3 or SL 2, 3 = Z . Set KrF s Z GrF2
 .  .so that dl K F 3. If GrF is a 2-group, then b GrK F 2 and conclusion
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 .  .i holds. Otherwise, GrK ( S or A . Conclusion iii holds. Hence we4 4
now assume that e ) 3.
Now ErZ is a faithful completely reducible ArF-module of
2  . 2order e and so, by Theorem 1.7, we have that b ArF F e rl. Now
< <  .  . < < 2  . 2GrA ¬ dim W and thus b GrF F GrA e rl F dim W e rl. Now
< < < < t e  .V s W . Since dl F s 2, the conclusion of the theorem follows if
2 < < t er2dim W e - W . ) .  .
 . < <1r2 2Assume not. Bounding dim W by W , we then have that e )
< <  t ey1.r2 < <W . Since each prime divisor of e divides W y 1, the only solu-
2 < <  t ey1.r2 < <tions to e ) W occur when e s 4 and W F 5, or when e s 8,
< <  .  .and W s 3. But now ) and conclusion i of the theorem hold except
< <when e s 4, t s 1, and W s 3.
In this exceptional case, we have that G s A, U s Z, and F s E is
extra-special of order 25. Furthermore FrZ is a faithful GrF-module that
is either irreducible or the direct product of two irreducible modules of
 4.order 4. Thus GrF is isomorphic to a subgroup of S wr Z or G 2 .3 2
In either case, GrF has a normal abelian subgroup DrF such that
 . < <1r2  .b GrD F 2 F V rl. Since dl D F 3, we finish here by setting
K s D.
We next relax the quasiprimitive hypotheses to completely reducible and
even allow V to have ``mixed characteristic'' see comments preceding
.Theorem 1.7 .
1.9. THEOREM. Let V be a faithful completely reducible G-module. Then
one of the following occurs:
 .  . < <1r2i G has a normal subgroup K such that b GrK F V rl and
 .dl K F 3; or
 . < <  .ii V F 8 and dl G F 2; or
 . < <  .  .iii V s 64, G has a normal subgroup K with dl K s 3 s b GrK ,
and GrK ( S or A .4 4
Proof. If H is a subgroup of G, then HrH l K is isomorphic to a
 .  .  .subgroup of GrK and so b HrH l K F b GrK and dl H l K F
 .dl K . So the conclusion of the theorem is inherited by subgroups. We
< <argue by induction on V and we may assume that G / 1. Indeed, if
 .  .  .dl G F 2, then conclusion i holds with K s G or conclusion ii holds.
 .So we assume that dl G ) 2.
First assume that V is not irreducible. If V s X [ Y for nonzero
G-modules X and Y with G centralizing Y, then the inductive hypothesis
implies that G has a normal subgroup K of derived length at most 3 such
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 . < <1r2  . < <that either b GrK F X rl or b GrK s 3 and X s 64. In both
 . < <1r2  .cases, b GrK F V rl and conclusion i holds. Thus we may write
 .V s V [ ??? [ V for n ) 1 G-modules V such that C V - G. Then G1 n i G i
 .is isomorphic to a subgroup of  GrC V and by the first paragraph weG i
 .may assume that G (  H with H ( C V . We may without loss ofi i G i
< <generality choose s and t such that 0 F s F t F n, that V - 9 iff t - i,i
< <and V s 64 if s - i F t. We apply the inductive hypothesis. For s - i F t,i
 .we may assume H has a normal subgroup K with dl K F 3 andi i i
 . < <1r2  .b H rK F V r 8r3 . For i F s, H has a normal subgroup K suchi i i i i
 . < <1r2  .that b H rK F V rl and dl K F 3. For i ) s, let K s H . Theni i i i i i
 .   .4K s K = ??? = K is normal in G and dl K F max dl K F 3.1 n is1, . . . , n i
Also
1r2b GrK F b H rK F V rl .  . i i i
is1, . . . , n is1, . . . , s
tys1r2 1r2 s< <= V r 8r3 F V rl 8r3 . .  . i
issq1, . . . , t
 . < <1r2Thus b GrK F V rl except when s s 0 and t F 1. But for t s 0,
 . < <1r2 < <K s G and b GrK s 1 F V rl unless V - 9. When s s 0 and
 . < <1r2  . < <1r2 < <1r2 < <1r2t s 1, we have that b GrK F V r 8r3 F V V rl F V rl1 1 2
because n G 2. We may thus assume that V is an irreducible G-module.
But by Theorem 1.8, we may assume that V is not quasiprimitive.
Choose N normal in G maximal such that V is not homogeneous. ByN
standard arguments, GrN primitively permutes the homogeneous compo-
nents W , . . . , W of V s W [ ??? [ W and G is isomorphic to a1 m N 1 m
 .  . subgroup of N W rC W wr GrN. By Frobenius reciprocity see firstG 1 G 1
.  .  .paragraph , we may assume that G s H wr S with H ( N W rC WG 1 G 1
< <and S ( GrN. Since V is not homogeneous, N / 1 and so W ) 2. AlsoN 1
N s H = ??? = H with H ( H and the factor group GrN ( S per-1 m i
 .  .mutes the H primitively and faithfully. Observe that dl N s dl H .i 1
Since GrN is a solvable primitive permutation group on m letters, it
has a normal abelian subgroup MrN of order m that is a faithful
GrM-module. By Theorem 1.7,
m r2 < < m r2 < <1r2b GrM F mr2 - 3 rl F V rl s V rl. . 1
 .If dl M F 3, the conclusion of the theorem is met with with K s M.
 .  .  .Since dl M F 1 q dl N s 1 q dl H , we may thus assume that1
 . < <dl H ) 2 and hence V ) 8 for all i. By the inductive hypothesis, we1 i
 .may choose K normal in H such that dl K F 3 and furthermore eitheri i i
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 . < <1r2 < <  .b H rK F W rl or W s 64 and b H rK s 3. Furthermore wei i i i i i
may assume the K are permuted by S and thus K s K = ??? = K isi 1 m
normal in G.
Repeating the arguments of the second paragraph, we have that
 . < <1r2 < <1r2 m < <  .b NrK F  W rl s V rl or each W s 64 and b NrK Fi i i
< <1r2  .m  . < <  .V r 8r3 . Now b GrK F GrN b NrK , and Lemma 1.3 gives that
< < my 1  . < <1r2 < <  .GrN F l . Thus b GrK F V rl unless W s 64. Also dl K Fi
 .max dl K F 3. So the conclusion of the theorem holds except possiblyi
< <when W s 64. In this case we do have thati
m1r2< < < <b GrK F V r 8r3 GrN . .  .
< <  .mAlso it is an easy consequence of Lemma 1.3 that GrN F 8r3 rl
 . < <1r2unless m s 4 and GrN ( S . So b GrK F V rl unless m s 4.4
But for m s 4, GrK is isomorphic to a subgroup of S wr S and so4 4
 . 2 < <1r2  .b GrK F 81)8 F 64 r4 F V rl. Since dl K F 3, the proof is
complete.
2. CORRESPONDENCES AND NAVARRO'S CONJECTURE
HYPOTHESIS CP. We assume that A acts on G ¨ia automorphisms, that
 < < < <.  .  .  .  .A , G s 1. We let C s C A and let r G, A : Irr G ª Irr C be theG A
 .Glauberman]Isaacs correspondence. We will just write r for r G, A when
there should be no ambiguity.
 .DEFINITION. Assume Hypothesis CP and that x g Irr G . We letA
 .   .  .  .  .4S x s F ker cr N c g Irr G and c 1 - x 1 . When x is linear, weA
 .set S x s C. If it is necessary or convenient to designate the operator
 .  .group, we will write S x for S x .A
w xThe following theorem of Navarro Na2 is key to the lemma that
follows. It is conjectured that this theorem is true without the assumption
of solvability of A, and some special cases have been proven for the Isaacs
 w x.part of the correspondence see Felipe and Navarro FN . If this theorem
is indeed valid without the assumption of solvability of A, then that
assumption may be dropped from the hypotheses of our Theorems 2.4 and
2.5 on Navarro's conjecture, because the solvability of A is only used in
applying Navarro's theorem in Lemma 2.2. Indeed, we do not even use the
 .full strength of his theorem, but rather the weaker conclusion that x 1 F
< <  . w . xG : H t 1 whenever xr , tr / 0.H l C
 .2.1. THEOREM Navarro . Assume Hypothesis CP and that A is sol¨ able.
 .  .Let H be an A-in¨ariant subgroup of G. If x g Irr G and a g Irr H ,A A
w . x w xthen xr , ar F x , a .H l C H
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2.2. LEMMA. Assume Hypothesis CP with A sol¨ able. Suppose that x g
 . G  .Irr G and x s c for c g Irr H and H an A-in¨ariant subgroup of G.A A
 .  .Then S x : S c : C l H.
 .  .  .Proof. Suppose that a g Irr H and that a 1 - c 1 . Then ar gA
 .  .Irr H l C . Since r is onto, we may choose t g Irr G such thatA
w . x w xtr , ar / 0. By Theorem 2.1 and the solvability of A, t , a / 0.H l C H
 . < <  .  .  .By Frobenius reciprocity, t 1 F G : H a 1 - x 1 . Hence S x :
 .  .C  .ker tr . This is valid for all constituents tr of ar again r is onto and
 .  .  .  .  .C  .all a g Irr H with a 1 - c 1 . Hence S x : ker ar : ker arA
 .  .  .  .  .for all a g Irr H with a 1 - c 1 . Thus S x : S c . This argumentA
is even valid for the case where c is linear as it then shows that
 .  y1 . . Cx 1 ) zr 1 for all irreducible constituents z of 1 , whenceH l C
 .  .S x : H l C s S c .
w xIn the situation of Lemma 2.2, a theorem of Isaacs and Navarro IN
 .Cshows that xr s cr whether A is solvable or not.
Each A-invariant irreducible character of G extends to an irreducible
 < < < <.  .character of GA because G , A s 1. Recall that x g Irr G is A-A
primitive provided x is not induced from an A-invariant character of a
proper A-invariant subgroup of G.
 .2.3. PROPOSITION. Assume Hypothesis CP and x g Irr G . If x isA
A-primiti¨ e, then each extension of x to GA is quasiprimiti¨ e.
n  .Proof. Suppose that x g Irr GA extends x and N is a normal
subgroup of GA. Then x n is irreducible and invariant in GA. SinceG N
 < < <. n  n .A , GNrN s 1, it follows that x s x has an A-invariant con-N G N N
 w x.  .stituent m e.g., see Is, Theorem 13.27 . Let I s I m = NA and let zG A
be the Clifford correspondent for the pair x n and m. Then z G A s x andG
because GI s GA, we have that z G s z G A s x . Since x is A-primitive,G l I G
G : G l I and so I s GA.
2.4. THEOREM. Assume Hypothesis CP with A sol¨ able and let x g
 .  .5.  .Irr G . If G is sol¨ able, then S x : ker xr . If G has odd order, thenA
 .  .S x 0 : ker xr .
< <  . < <Proof. The proof is by induction on G x 1 . Set n s 2 if G odd and
 .set n s 5 otherwise. The result is trivial if x 1 s 1. First assume that
G  .H ; G is A-invariant and x s c for c g Irr H . By Lemma 2.2 andA
 .n.  .n.  .the inductive hypothesis, we have that S x : S c : ker cr . By
w x  .C  .n.Theorem A of IN , cr s xr. Since S x is normal in C, we have
 .n.   ..  .C  .that S x : core ker cr s ker cr s ker xr , as desired. ThusC
we may assume that x is A-primitive.
Observe that there is no loss of generality to assume that A acts
 .faithfully on G this has no effect on the correspondence r and so
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 .  .F G s F GA , which we denote by F. We may also assume that x is
faithful and GA has a faithful quasiprimitive character extending x .
 .Theorem 1.4 yields that F s EZ G , where E is a product of normal
 .  .  .extra-special subgroups of G and Z G s Z F s Z GA is cyclic. If
 .  . < < 2Z s E l Z G , then Z s Z E and E : Z s e for an integer e that
 .divides x 1 . Furthermore ErZ is a faithful completely reducible GArF-
module and each irreducible submodule has even dimension. Observe that
 .GArF s 1 if and only if e s 1; and in this case G s F s Z G , the
degree of x is 1, and the conclusion of the theorem trivial. Hence we may
 .apply Theorems 1.9 and 1.7 c to conclude there exists KrF normal in
 .  .  .GArF such that u 1 - e for all u g Irr GArK and dl KrF F n y 2.
 .  .Then dl K F n because dl F F 2. Setting L s K l G, we have that L
 .  .  .is A-invariant. Since e divides x 1 , we have that j 1 - x 1 for all
 .  .j g Irr GrL and dl L F n.
 .  .  .  w x.Now r GrL, A s r G, A on Irr GrL e.g., see Wo1 . Thus r :A
 .  .  .  .Irr GrL ª Irr CrL l C is onto. By the last paragraph, u 1 - x 1A
 .  .  .5.for all u g Irr GrL . Hence S x : L l C. Thus S x s 1 and alsoA
 . < <S x 0 s 1 should G be odd.
 .2.5. THEOREM. Assume Hypothesis CP with GA sol¨ able. Then dl C F
<  . <  . <  . <5 cd G . If G has odd order, then dl C F 2 cd G .A A
Proof. If we let 1 s t - ??? - t denote the k distinct elements of1 n
 .   .  .  . 4cd G and let S s F ker cr N c g Irr G and c 1 - t , then S sA i A i i
 .  . 5.  .  .S x if x 1 s t . By Theorem 2.4, S : ker xr for all x g Irr G withi i A
5.  .  .degree at most t . Hence S : S for each i. Since r : Irr G ª Irr Ci i iq1 A
5.  .is onto, it follows that S : S s 1. Thus dl C F 5n. Similarly,n nq1
 . < <dl C F 2n when G is odd.
<  . <Note added in proof. Turull has given examples that show cd C is not bounded by a
<  . <function of cd G . So, while Navarro's conjecture implies Isaacs]Sertz conjecture, theA
converse is not true.
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